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"OF THAT RANK
THAT IS MEANEST AND
MOST DESPISED OF ALL"
Victorian Romany Studies
and the Recovery of
John Bunyan's "Gypsy'
Origins
Mary Burke
Any life of John Bunyan, or any edition of his works,
that does not contain a record of the fact of his having
been a Gipsy, lacks the most important feature con
nected with the man that makes everything relating to
James Simhim personallyinteresting to mankind.
son^
ohn Bunyan was the first major English writer who was
neither university educated nor London-based. Bun
yan's father was a tinsmith by occupation and this, and
^peripatetic seventeenth-century preacher's vague references to his
' James Simson, "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," in Walter
SAit\soa,AliistoryoftheG^sits:WithSpedmemoftheGip^hangHage,eA.]3iacs Simson (London:
Samson, Low and Marston; Edinburgh: Menzies,1865), appendix, 523.
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humble origins, was seized upon as evidence of undisclosed Gypsy
descent during die Victorian period, which saw an unprecedented
obsession with all things that were Romany or could be retrospectively
constructed as having been "secredy"Gypsy. Although the issue seems
to be largely forgotten by contemporary Bunyan scholarship, from the
1850s to 1890 eccentric author James Simson devoted a series of
articles, editorial comments, and large portions of his publications on
Gypsies to what would appear to be the trivial question of the preach
er's orig^s, to the point of disconcerting monomania. Moreover, his
repeatedly reiterated and provocative theory drew a flurry of varied
responses from Bunyan scholars and other commentators on the pages
of NotesandQueries, in particular. The fantasy of Bunyan-as-Gypsy was
used by Simson to bolster his contention that, far from being a
separate, foreign segment of the British population, the blood of the
Gypsy minority coiid be found in the veins of the kind of "respect
able" citizen who would readily dismiss Gypsies and their culture.
Simsoris theory of racial mixing contended that one drop of Gypsy
blood in an otherwise non-Gypsy line rendered all members of that
family wholly Romany. On a certain level, Simson was countering the
seemingly marginal nature of his own research in insisting that an
enormous number of Britons could be classified as members of the
Gypsy "race" Although contemporary theorist and Bimyan scholar
Tamsin Spargo briefly notes that the debate "about whether or not
Bunyan was a gypsy...edio[ed] seventeenth-century concern with his
position as a tinker,"^ this paper will contextuahze Simson's obsession
withBunyan's descentwithin theracial discourse that circulatedaround
the G3q)sy during the Victorian period and the concomitant drive to
"recover" an amorphous historical Gypsy presence.
James Simson (b. 1826), the New York-based editor of his
Scottish father Walter Simson's A Histo^ of the Gipsies, With Specimens
of the Gipsy "Language, an unwieldy 575-page compendium of some
hundreds of years of heterogeneous Scottish writings about Gypsies,
appended his own ruminations on the subject to his father's volume
when it was published in 1865. One of the central theses of James
Simson's appendix, entitled "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and

^"ViiMlaS^MgOiTheWrilingofJohn Buiffati {Micishot Ashgate, 1997), 10.
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Future of Gipsydom," pivots on the question of John Bunyan's
supposed Gypsy orig^, an argument •with which Simson was to
become intensely obsessed in subsequent decades. Simson's theory
came to the attention of the public and later to the coterie of amateur
scholars associated with the late-nineteenth-century Gypsy Lore Society
and its journal (the so-called Gypsylorists). Although obscure, the
interest in Bvmyan's Gypsy blood appears to have been a tenacious
hypothesis, since Sir Walter Scott (under whose urging Simson Sr. had
collated his volume in the 1820s and 1830s)^ had himself posited that
the preacher was a "Gipsy reclaimed."* Simson published an extract
from "A Disquisition" relating tp the question of the preacher's lineage
in the December 12,1857 issue of Notes andQueries, and this precipi
tated a flurry of subsequent correspondence on the subject between
Simson and the Bunyan scholar, George Offor. (Seeming to confuse
or conflateSimson pere etfils,the editor of NotesandQueries xtiess to the
untitied piece as an extract from the author's forthcoming Histoiy of the
Gipsies) In order for the slippage from Bunyan-as-Brazier (an occupa
tional category) to Bunyan-as-Gypsy (a racialcategory by theVictorian
era) and the discussion this provoked on the pages o(NotesandQueries
during 1858 to be comprehensible, it is necessary to examine the
ethnicisationand OrientalisationofBritishperipatetic populations that
occurred after Bunyan's lifetime
In Elizabethan Britain, Gypsies (the "counterfeitEgyptians" cited
in Elizabethan stamtes) were accused by authorities of being indige
nous criminals who, in search of exoticisation and concomitant
financial gain, falsely claimed Oriental descent. In an era before strict
ideological and physical boundaries between nations and ethnic groups
were enforced, "Egyptians" could only be comprehended as a group
of itinerant and aborigittal petty criminals. Consider Moll Flanders's

' Both scions of established Scottish landholding families, Scott and Simson St were
acquaintances and correspondents of long standing.
* Simson,"A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," 515. Scott suggests
Bunyan was of Gypsy origin in his review of Robert Southey's ThtPilgiim'sProgrtST, mthaUfe
of John Bxt^an,Quarterly Peview^y. 86 (October 1830): 469-94. Scott was intensely interested
in the subject of the Gypsies, contributing or co-contributing four substantial articles on the
subject of the history, legend, and lore of the Scottish Gypsies to Blackvood's Edinburgh
Magatjm between April 1817 and January 1818. He also appended a note on the subject of
"Gipsies or Bohemians" toQuentinDurwardQjsx^zrg. Tauchnitz, 1845), 500-Z
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earliest memory in the 1722 novel of that name, set in the mid-to-late
seventeenth century;
I had wandered among a Crew of those People they call
Gypsies, or Egyptians,but I believe it was but a very little while
that I had been among them, for I had not had my Skin
discolour'd, or blacken'd, as they do very young to all the
Children they carry about with them.®
According to historian Thomas R. Trautmann, this belief was super
seded in the late eighteenth century by the "scientific" Indian-origin
hypothesis, based on linguistic detective work that linked a variety of
European Romani dialects to the Hindu language, a paradigm shift
intwined with the coalescence of European interestin India in the wake
of the conquest of Bengal in 1757, and the resultant dissemination of
knowledge about India by Orientalists, missionaries and administrators
working within or funded by institutional structures such as the Asiatic
Society and the East India Company.® Historian of Gypsy culture Wim
Willems notes that this Enlightenment-era theory, popularized by
Gottingen University ethnographer and historian Heinrich GreUmann's
HistorischerVersuchiiberdie Zigeuner(yi?)b\ translated as Dissertation on the
Gipsies four years later), suggested that Gypsies emigrated from India
sometimein thelate medieval period and gradually dispersed through
out most of Europe in subsequent centuries, maintaining throughout
their peregrinations an essentially heathen and "eastern" culture and
personality.' Thus, all European Gypsies were of common descent and
careful investigation would reveal that Gypsies of all countries were in
possessim of fixed cultural, linguistic and "racial" traits (most of them
far from desirable).
To Simson's ear, "the name, Bunyan, woidd seem to be of foreign
origin," and, furthermore, it is likely "that there was not a drop of
common English blood in Bunyan's veins."® In Gypsy-Travellers in

' Daniel Defoe, Moll Flanders (Oxford: Oxford University Press,1998), 9.
'See Thomas R. Ttautmann,y4ry<J»rand British India (Berkeley; University of California Press,
1997).
'See Wim Willems, In Search of the TmeCypg, trans. Don Bloch (London: Cass, 1997).
' Sifflson, "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," 519.
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Nineteenth-Century Society,British historian David Mayall suggests that by
the Victorian period, nvinierous British publications were preoccupied
with the origins of the Romany minority, presented as a "race" in
possession of a secret and Oriental culture intrinsically opposed to
Western Christian norms,' and the question was debated in many of
the prominent journals and periodicals of the day. According to the
OED, "Tynker" was already a trade name in England by 1175 and a
surname by 1265, but around the turn of the nineteenth century, the
designation "tinker" (or, in Scotland, "tinkler"), with its occupational
and aboriginal overtones, was replaced by the now racialized term
"Gypsy," due to the gradual seepage into dominant British discourse
of the European Exilightenment model of Gypsy culture as a monoracial, trans-European phenomenon of distant Indian origin. Thus, in
his role as editor of History of the Gipsies, Simson berates Bunyan
biographers who use "brazier" because it "sounds better than tinker,"
and objects to Robert Southey's favoring of the term "brazier" over
that of "tinker" in his biography of the preacher (although he does not
specify to which of Southey's texts on Bunyan he refers)." Simson's
arguments with other commentators who had considered and generally
dismissed the question of Bunyan's mysterious origins pivot on his
modish obsession with the distinctions to be made between occupation
and "race," aboriginality and exotic descent: "Tinkering was Bunyan's
occupation, his race the Gipsy."" Simson's thinking on the issue of the
important distinction to be made between "race"and occupation when
speaking of British nomadic peoples is shared by certain commentators
of the era who prided themselves on their knowledge of what appeared
to be the emerging discipline of Gypsy studies, although the subtleties
and politics of this relatively esoteric discourse were, of course, entirely
unfamiliar to the tanfortunate Bunyan scholars who strayed onto
Simson's territory.
Peripatetic population groups were subject to harsh if unevenly
enforced statutes against nomadism from the medieval period until the
end of the Enlightenment, and the relaxing of laws against Gypsies

' See David Mayall, Gypsy-Travilkrs in WmUmth-Ctntury Sodity (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1988).
James Simson, ed., Walter Simson, A History of theGipsies, 206a
" Simson, "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," 523.
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coincided with the new Indian origin theory: a previously criminalised
minority group was ethnidsed, and delinquency subsequently becomes
explicable in terms of pariah origin." Simson was well versed in the
history of the peoples of the road, and indicates his knowledge of old
anti-nomadic law in suggesting that Bunyan "has told us as much of his
history as he dared to do" and that due to the legal barriers against being
a Gypsy, such people went by the name of their occupation." Conveniendy, Simson's emphasis on the anti-Gypsy statutes makes it
impossible to ask why the famously forthright Bunyan did not simply
state that he was a Gypsy or of Gypsy extraction in his autobiographi
cal narratives." Accord^g to Simson's circular logic, Bunyan's very
silence on the topic of his Gypsy origins is evidence skaA such was truly
the case." The ciubious Victorian practice of "recovering" an amor
phous historical Gypsy presence led to the "outing" of ostensible
tinkers or smiths as "secret" Gypsies by Gypsylorists. The admitted
absence of what we might call the "Hindustani Gipsy" from the
records—^"[i]n the general history of Europe, we can find nothing to
illustrate that of the Gipsies""—continued to be rectified by rewriting
that history to find previously invisible Gypsy traces Absence or
diffuse presence was constructed as a linear and uninterrupted
submerged presence. Attempts to recover evidence of the historical
Gypsy often did little more than reveal the author's preexistent
stereotype of Gypsy behavior: in footnotes appended to his father's
Histo^ of the Gipsies, James Simson constmes that three criminals
recorded in 1736 "were doubtless Gipsies" since their "crimes and

" See William Marsden, "Observations on the Language of the People Commonly Called
Gypsies,"
7 (1785): 385.
" Simson, "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," 516; 510.
" An odd commentator dared to do so, however. See, for instance, the dismissive and snide
review of Walter Simson's A Histoij of tht G^sies (and, presumably, its appendix) by William
Lucas Collins inBlackB>ood'sEdiiibur^Ma^:(ine thatposes this very question. [Collins,William
Lucas]. "Gipsies," rev. of A Histoty of ihe Gipsies, by Walter Simson, 'Blackwood's Edinbsirgb
Ma£a^m99 (May 1866): 56^80.
" Using the same logic, A. J. M.'s Notes and Queries contribution on the topic argues that
Charles Doe did not mention Buyiun's Gypsy descent because he too was a Gypsyl "Was
John Bunyan of Gipsy Descent?" Notes andQueries 7th ser. 2 (September 4,1886): 194.
"James Simson, ed., editor's introductioo, Histoty of the Gipsies, 53.
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modes of escape were quite in keeping with the character" of such
people."
Bunyan states in Grace Abomdingto the Chief of Sinners x!la2it\x& once
queried of his family "whether we were of the Israelites, or no?"'® To a
nineteenth-century mind steeped in the contemporaneous Orientalist
discourse of the link between the Gypsy and Jewish "races," the
preacher*s reference to a wandering people of Oriental descent was
readily perceived as evidence that Bunyan suspected his family to be of
Gypsy origin. Although the "ethnic demonising of the Jews and
Gypsies dates to the Middle Ages,"" that the history and peculiarities
of the Gypsies have "curious analogies with those of the Israelites"^
is a truism repeatedincessantiy in ethnographic, pseudo-ethnographic
and literary narratives of theVictorian era: composer Franz lizst's twovolume study of Gypsy musicianship, The Gip^ in Music (1859), was
subtitled "Gipsy and Jew, Two Wandering Races,"^' while Orientalist
and Gypsy Lore Society member, Richard Burton published TheJew, the
Gyppf and El Islam in 1898, another anti-Semitic work that celebrated
the Gypsy at the expense of the Jew. Simson was fascinated by
Bunyan's assertion in Grace Aboundingto the Chief ofSinners^dasX.he would
have been thrilled to have been"one of [the Israelite]race," mistakenly
taking the seventeenth-century preacher's use of the term "race" to be
analogous to the Victorian-era usage.^
The apparent cachet of the supposed link of Bunyan to the
fashionable Victorian subject of the Gypsy and Gypsy origins led toan
unseemly scholastic scramUe for the credit of originating the theory.

"James Simson, ed., Histotyofthe Gipsies,140ff.; 153ff.
"John Bunyan, "Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners," in The Works of John Buryati, ed.
George Offor, 3 vols. (Glasgow and Edinburgh: Blackie, 1860), vol.1,8.
" Wilhelm Solms, "On the Demonising of Jews and Gypsiesin Fairy Tales," in Sintiand Boma:
Gypsies in German-Speakingsociep) andLiterature,tdi.Sim'iaTA>h\xtX (New York:Berghahn, 1998),
92.
^ [Robert Hogarth Patterson], 'The Ethnology of Europe," Blackwood's Edinhsn^h Ma^sjne
76 (Aug 1854): 178.
Franz Liszt, The Gipy in Music / Des Bohtmiens et de leurMusique en Hongrie (1859), trans.
Edwin Evans, 2 vols. (London: Reeves, 1926), vol. II, 300.
^ However, Johann Blumenbach, Grellmann's colleague at Gbttingen University, first used
the term in its Victorian and contemporary sensein the third edition of his De Generis Humani
Varietate Nativa (1795; first edition, 1775). See Johann Blumenbach, De Generis Humani
Varietate Nativa, in Concepts of Race in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Robert Bernasconi, 8 vols.
(Bristol: Thoemmes, 2001), vol. IV
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The waspish opening of George Offor's response to Simson's extract
in the January 2,1858 issue of Notes andQuetiei—^"Mr Simson of New
York imagines that he is the first to assert" that Bunyan's father was a
Gypsy^—attempts to wrest the argument from Simson's possession.
Offor proceeds to quote firom a section of the preface to his canonical
Works of John Bunjan (first published in 1853), which consists mainly of
quotations from Bunyan texts that might be seen to support the
contention that Bunyan secredy believed himself to be of Gypsy
descent, such as Bunyan's reference to his "low and contemptible
descent in the world" in A Few Sighs from HellJ* and the allusion in
Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners to his father's house being "of a
low and inconsiderable generation" and "of that rank that is meanest
and most despised of aU the families in the land."^^ Pastor John
Burton's possibly disingenuous apology for Bunyan's descent in his
prefatory recommendation to Some GospelTruthsOpened is also offered
up as evidence in favor of the preacher's Gypsy Uneage.^^ Simson also
invoked many of these phrases in his various attempts to prove the
preacher's exotic descent. Offor's extract from his preface concludes
that Bunyan's "enquiry of his father—^Whether we were of the Israe
lites or no?'—^justifies the conclusion that his father was a Gipsy tinker
and braziei; that occupation being, at the time, almost exclusively
followed by the Gipsy tribe."^® Although Offor's conclusion dovetails
with Simson's own opinion on the mattei^ Bimyan's editor appears to
wish to take the credit for bringing the discussion of Bunyan's probable
Gypsy origin into the public domain.
Simson's career as a scholar of Gypsy culture is marked by a
pronounced propensity for rabidly attacking even those in broad
concurrence with his views should they not be in absolute agreement

^ George Offor,"Was John Bunyan a Gipsy?," Notes andQueries 2nd ser. 5 (January 2,1858):
15.
" Bunyan, Few Sighs from Hell,in Offor, ed.. The Works of]ohn Butyan, voL III, 674.
® Bunyan, GnsaAbomSttg tothe Chief of Sinners, in Offor,ed.. The Works offohn Butffan, vol. I,
6.
" "Be not offended because Christ holds fortji the glorious treasure of the gospel to thee in
a poor earthen vessel,by one who hath neither thegreatness nor the wisdom of this world to
command him to thee."John Burton,"The Episde Writ by Mr. Burton, Minister at Bedford,"
in Offor, ed.. TheWorks ofJohn Butyan, vol. II, 139.
" Offor, "Was John Bunyan a Gipsy?," 15.
^ Offor, 'Was John Bunyan a Gipsy?," 16.
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on the question of the unchanging and unchangeable racial distinctive
ness of the Romany. Simson's contention, repeated throughout his
publications, that many "respectable" British families unlmowingly
harbour "Gipsy blood" in their veins, and that even one drop ensures
that the fantily concerned and all their descendants are "out-and-out
Gipsies" regardless of any other inheritance involved, constructs the
Gypsy as a kind of hidden genetic contagion that should be outed.^'
Thus, his reply from New York in the April 17,1858 issue of Notesand
Queriesto Offer's article in theJanuary issue of the periodical is overtly
hostile on the basis that the eminent Bunyan scholar's conclusion did
not distinguish sufficiently between the concepts of "race" and
"occupation" when referring to Gipsy braziers. Without directly
naming Offor, Simson opens with an attack on those "stupid" enough
to consider being a Gypsy on a par with the trade of tinkering, and
dismisses "religious writers" who imply that Bunyan was a Gypsy up
to the point of his conversion only: "If Bunyan was a gipsy, he never
could cease to be a gipsy: for race, blood, and language, do not change
with habit."^ In broad concurrence with what was to become
Gypsylorist dogma by the century's end, Simson believes that being a
Gypsy is more than a cultural identity: it is a biological fact that can
never be escaped and that influences character and proclivity down to
the final generation, regardless of any other inheritance or cultural
context involved. His derogatory reference to "religious writers" sug
gests that he resented Offer's incursion into ethnography, an area that
he obviously considered more his own. (Gypsies appear to have
constituted an object of "scientific"interestto Simson: his Contributions
to Natural History places a handful of articles on the topic of Bunyan
and the Gypsies among many chapters on the subject of snakes and
vipers!)^'
Offor made his final reply to Simson in the May 8,1858 issue of
NotesandQueries'va. a manner that suggested that he wished to withdraw

^ Mary Burke/'Eighteenth- and Nineteenth-Century Sources for Bram Stoker's Gypsies,"
ANQ:AQuartertr Journal of Short Articles, Notes, and RrwViw18:1 (2005): 56.
*James Simson, "Was John Bunyan a
Notes andQueries lod ser. 5 (April 17,1858):
318.
" Simson, Contributions to Natural History (Edinburgh: Edinburgh Publishing; London:
Houlston, 1875; enlarged edition containing further argument affirmmg Bunyan's Gypsy
origin. New York: Miller, 1878).
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entirely from the increasingly abusive disputation. He begins by stating
that having read GreUmann and John Hoyland, previous authorities on
the subject of the Gypsy, he now concludes that Gypsies are not a race^
"and have no more right to nationality, race, blood, or language [a
repetition of the phrasing used by Simson in the April issue] than the
London thieves have."^^ In fact, Offor's view is a restatement of the
pre-Enlightenment paradigm of Gypsy culture as an unethnicized
subset of a vast and indigenous criminal underworld that was chal
lenged wholly by GreUmarm's Dissertation and at least partially by
Hoyland's Historical Survy of the Customs, Habits, and Present State of the
Gypsies (1816), the first major British response to Grellmann's scholar
ship. Offor's implicit change of opinion as to Bunyan's Gypsy origins
(or, at least, his implicit rejection of the significance of race to Simson's
concept of Bunyan's lineage) points less to a modification of his belief
than perhaps a wise attempt to distance himself from the argumenta
tive Simson and his opinions. Although Simson appears to have
attempted to reignite theargument by reiterating his claim that Bunyan
was of Gypsy blood in theJuly 24,1858 issue of Hotes andQueriesisx a
piece entitled "Who Was John Bunyan?" Offor wisely refused to rise
to the bait. There was no further communication between the scholars
on the pages of NotesandQueries iltct Offor's contribution to the May
8,1858 issue, but the thorny question of Bunyan's origins was one that
continued to erupt sporadically on the pages of journals and newspa
pers throughout the Victorian period, and appears to have been a
particularly favoured controversy among contributors to Notes and
Queries even after the Simson-Offor exchange ended.'^ Nevertheless,

^ Geoige Offot, "Was John Bunyan a Gipsy?" NoUsandQueries 2nd ser. 5 (May 8,1858): 386.
" For a thorough overview of the responses of Bvmyan scholars and a variety of other
commentators to Simson's pet theory that appeared on the pages of British journals and
newspapers during the second halfof the nineteenth century, seeJames F. Forrestand Richard
Lee Greaves's ]ohn hut^ansA Reference Guide (Boston: Hall, 1982). A Reference Guide indicates
that after 1858, commentary on and responses to Simson that both repudiated and restated
his belief in Bunyan's Gypsy origins peaked again on the pages of Notes andQueries duringthe
years 1874-76 and 1886. See Forrest and Greaves, A Reference Guide, 93; 97-99; 115—17.
During the sununer of 1882, a series of letters on the topic appeared in the London Daily
News, prompting Simson to publish a pamphlet entitled WasJohn Bu/ffan a Gipy?As Discussed
in Letters Sent to the London Daily News, and Now Particularly Addressed to the Students of the
Universities (New York; Miller;Edinburgh: Maclachlan & Stewart; London: Balliere,Tindall &
Cox, 1883). See Forrest and Greaves, A Reference Guide, 107-8.
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in his role as editor of Bunyan's Wdriks, Offor would seem to have
endorsed the position he took at firstin his
correspon
dence: in a footnote appended to the preacher's reference to his desire
to have been "of the Israelites," Offor suggests that the passage
intimates that "the family had been connected with the gipsy tribe.
His use of the word "tribe," with its overtones of shared descent anH
extended family ties, nods to the belief in a Gypsy "race" championed
by Simson.
Simson attacked various other Gypsy studies and Bunyan scholars
on the issue of the wandering preacher's controversial descent during
his publishing career TAe Scottish Churches and the Gipsies (New York;
Miller, 1881) was, predictably, mainly taken up with the question of
Bunyan's origins, and included familiar chapter titles such as "Was
John Bunyan a Gipsy?" and "John Bunyan and the Gipsies." In a
chapter vnThe Scottish Churches and the Gipsies entitled "The Encyclopae
dia Britannica and the Gipsies" (reprinted from the London Week^
Keview of June 26,1880), Simson devotes much energy to castigating
the entry on Gypsies written by Suffolk Gypsylorist Francis Hindes
Groome (1851-1902) for the ninth edition of the En^clopaedia
britannica. The son of a prominent Suffolk archdeacon, and probably
the cousin of the Victorian novelist of Gypsy life par excellence,
George Borrow,^' Groome left Oxford University without taking his
degree in 1871 to travel with Gypsies all over Europe, and later caused
a scandal among his tight-knit Gypsy Lore Society coterie by runnmg
offwith Esmeralda Locke, the young Gypsy wife of a fellow-Gypsylorist. Groome was a very competent and widely published gentlemanscholar who contributed articles on Gypsy culture, folklore, and dia
lects to many of the key periodicals of the day. He also edited an
edition of Borrow's Lavengro. In short, Groome was, by the standards
of contemporary scholarship on Gypsies, more than qualified to judge
the question of Bunyan's origins, which he finds to be highly improba
ble: "John Bunyan, from parish registers^ does not appear to have had

^ Offor, ed., Bunyan, "Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sinners," 8/».
"Francis HindesGroome," in TheLongmanConipamontoVictorianFiction,ed.John Sutherland
(Essex: Longman, 1988), 266.
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one drop of Gipsy blood."^" In Simson's view, Gtoome's dismissal of
his cherished theory renders the entire article irrelevant, despite the fact
that it was a succinct synopsis of the then current body of knowledge
concerning Gypsy culture and lore:
Taking [the folklorist's statement that Bunyan was not
of Gypsy descent] as an illustration of the amazing lack of
judgment (to say Ae least of it) on the part of Mr. Groome,
it may be fairly said thatit vitiates his entire article, excepting
what he may have quoted correctly from people whose
information or opinions may be deemed reliable; saying
nothing of what he has, or may have,left out, whether owing
to a faulty judgment, or because it did not coincide with the
ideas of himself or friends.^^
Simson's vituperative attack suggests that he was particularly riled by
the appropriation of the subject of the Romany by the Gypsy Lore
Society and its members, perhaps because the scholar gentlemen
concerned, who generally paid close attention to works concerning the
Gypsies in a variety of languages, appear to have had scant regard for
the work of Simson.
Groome rather bravely returned to the fray in an 1891 contributidn on the subject to the "Notes and Queries" section of
Journal
of the Gjp^hore Society
naturally, "Was John Bunyan a Gipsy?"
Given that Simson's last major publication centring on the troubling
question of Bunyan's descent. The Scottish Press and the Gipsies, was
published in 1890, it appears that Groome was able to have the final
say in the matter, even if his conclusion tentatively allowed for the
possibility of the tmth of Simson's repeated assertion. Groome's return
to the question of Bunyan's origins was prompted by an article in the
24th of January edition of Notes andQueriesdaOit drew attention to the
discovery of a particular entry in a sixteenth-century church registerin
Cornwall:

^ Francis Hindes Groome's entry on "Gipsies" for the ninth edition of the En^clopaedia
hritanmca, quoted in Simson, TArjrefflt/A Prat W/AfGjfti/rx (New Yoric:Jenkins, 1890), 60.
" Simson, The Scottish Press and the Gipsies, 60.
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In St. Mary Magdalene's, Launceston, parish register (vol. i.
fol. 74) is the entry in 1586: Marche. The ivth daie was
christened Nicholas, sonne of James Bownia, an Egyptia
rogue.^®
Groome alone seems to have noticed the potential significance of the
name "Bownia" since the query merely sought to confirm whether
"Egiptia rogue" was analogous to "Gipsy," making absolutely no
reference to Bunyan. Given that Groome's original conclusion in his
earlier encyclopedia article that Bunyan had not one drop of Gypsy
blood in his veins was based on the lack of evidence for such descent
in Bedfordshire church registries it is apparent that this proof of the
Gypsy origins of a family with a name remarkably similar to that of the
preacher had made Groome reassess his original judgment. This
reaction indicates that Groome possessed the flexibility of mind of a
genuine scholar thatSimson lacked: throughout the five decades of his
interest in Bunyan's origins, Simson never once modified his views in
response to any scholarship or evidence pertaining to the topic In
discussing the Notes and Queries article, Groome observes that the
distance from Launceston to Bunyan's birthplace in Bedfordshire
would have been short enough for a routinely nomadic family to have
negotiated.
Other commentators on the matter found no suggestion of
possible Gjqjsy roots in considering Bunyan's birthplace Reverend
John Brown, the "Minister of the Church at Bunyan Meeting, Bedford,
from 1864 to 1903," implies in his 1885 biography,(16281688): His Life, Times, and Works, that the preacher's family could not
possibly have been of Gypsy descent since they had been settled in
Bedfordshire for centuries. However, Groome remarks in his Journal of
theCfpsyl^reSorietyconts^vL'doii thatBrown's attention to the family's
long and proven heritage did not preclude the possibility of Gypsy
roots, since recent Gypsylorist scholarship had indicated that many
well-known English Romany families could be demonstrated to have
lineages that stretched quite far back into British history. Groome
generously concludes that although he was not yet quite prepared to

' R., "Egyptian Rogue = Gipsy," Notes &Queries (January 24,1891): 67.
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affirm that Bunyan was a Gypsy, "that he was not one has assuredly
not been proved." The final line of Groome's reconsideration of the
question refers to a tantalizing remark that he had originally madein his
1880 study of Gypsy culture. In Gipy Tents. "It is interesting to
remember that in 1567 two 'Egyptics' were baptized at Bedford."^'
Brown endows Bunyan with an eminently respectable origin, surmising
that "it is more than probable that the Bunyans sprang from those
Northmen who came to us through Normandy," and that the original
Bunyans were solid "feudal tenants of Nigel de Albini, the ancestor of
the Earls of Arundel" who gradually went "down in the world.'"*" In
light of Simson's repeated assertions on the issue^ the question of
Bunyan's possible Gypsy descent appears to have been one that
eminent Bunyan scholars during Simson's career could not possibly
avoid address!!^, either implicitly or ejqjlicitly.^'

" Groome, 'WasJohn Bunyan a
Journal oftht GipyhoreSodet)2.C> (1891): 378.
°
pt"' Butffan (1628-1688); His Life, Times, and Works, rev. and ed. Prank
Mott Harnson (London: Hulbcrt, 1928), 19; 21; 23.
Simson-Offor ^guLent, William Walters aUows that Bunyan's
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unyan amily^s Norman origin in a piece that directly engaged with Simson's opinion
on the matter. See Brown, 'Was Bunyan a Gipsy or of Scottish Descent.'" Notes andQueries
ser. (9 Septeniber, 1882): 203-4. Needless to say, Simson was quick to respond to this
provocation, disputing Brown's contention thatBunyan wasof Normandescent thefollowing
y^ m The Gipsies, as Illustrated ly John Bunjan, Mrs. Carpb, and Others (New York: Miller;
Edmburgh: Maclachlan & Stewart; London: Bailliere and Tyndall, 1883), 5-12. Simson
complained that the publication of this pamphlet was necessary because the Daify Newsand
Notes and Queries had refused to publish his letters refuting Brown's view during 1882,
suggesting that the dogmatic and acerbic tone of his contributions on the topic was
increasingly recognized by his peers. Although Brown does not explicitly express an opinion
on thesubject of Bunyan'sGypsy origins in his 1885 biography of the preacher, his insistence
on the longevity and consistency of the presence of the Bunyan family in Bedfordshire was
taken by the subsequent reviser of the biography, Frank Mott Harrison, to imply that the
Bunyan family could not possibly have been of Gypsy descent Harrison includes a cutting
paragraph on the vexed issue of Bunyan's descent in an appendix thataddresses the question
"for the sake of completeness, rather than of importance," and, in a kind of backhanded
compliment, recommends Simson's work to those interested in pursuing what he patently
considered to be a ridiculous query. Frank Mott Harrison, 'WasJohn Bunyan a Gipsy?" in
John Burr/an (London: Hulbert, 1928),Appendix IV, 490.
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As noted, other commentators on Bunyan's lineage drew Simson's
disapproval alsa In the author's 1880 work, The English Universities and
John Bmjan, he rebukesJames Anthony Froude for ignoring the racial
origin question in his contemporaneous study of Bunyan,*^ and rounds
on Lord Macaulay's En^ckpaediaBritannicaenXxy on the preacher for
also neglecting the raceissue.'*^ In certain instances, Simson's dislike of
those Bunyan scholars who neglected to address the thorny question
of the preacher's possible Gypsy origins appears to originate in their
ignorance of the arguments in favour of this thesis appended to his
various articles and his neglected editorial magnum opus, A History of the
Gipsies. At times, Simson's work comically reads as advertising copy for
his own publications:
Many who take an interestin [the subject of Bunyan's Gypsy
origins], and are doubtless desirous of getting to the bottom
of it, and learning most of the facts of it, may not have the
time or opportunities to investigate it; or they may not have
the talents suitable for the business, or may find it difficult to
get hold of the thread of it, so as to unravel it to the satisfac
tion of themselves and others. Such people I would refer to
Simson'sHistoy of the Gipsies, edited by myself and published
by Sampson Low & Co., in 1865; a work of 575 pp., contain
ing a minute index of all the information to be found in it."*^
Simson's Civilis^edGypsies (New York Knox; Edinburgh: Maclachlan &
Stewart, 1889) included a chapter entitled "John Bunyan's Ancestry"
that was republished the following year in his The Scottish Press and the
Gipsies, and such unashamed and disquieting repetition of material was
typical of Simson's modus operandi. Simson used his successive
writings on the issue of Bunyan's origins to promote his previously
published work on the subject, and his later publications often
Simson, The English Universities andJohn Brnffan (New York: Miller, Edinburgh: Maclachlan
& Stewart; London: Bailliere andTyndall,1880), 52-53. The unnamed work byJames Anthony
Froude that Simson refers to is without doubt Bunyan (London: Macmillan, i879).
Simson, "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," 507. Simson refers
to Lord Macaulay's "Bunyan" entry for the 4th edition of the En^clopaedia Britannica
(Edinburgh: Constable; London: Vernor, Hood and Sharpe, 1810), vol. IV, 793.
Simson, The Scottish Churches and the Gipsies, 49.
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consisted of a di2zying collation of large quotations from his own
articles, books, and copious editorial remarks in^ Histoty ofthe Gipsies,
strung together by highly critical remarks on the latest Bunyan or
Gypsy studies scholar audacious enough to have neglectedhis eccentric
research in the interval between publications. Simson's habit of
reprinting stand-alone pamphlets as chapters in later books (or vice
versa) makes his work extremely confusing and tiresome to read, as
does his tendency to reiterate the same basic statement on Bunyan's
origins in a variety of embroidered guises^'
Although Simson repeatedly stresses that the purportedly hidden
Gypsy bloodline is a central but unacknowledged genetic weUspring of
the British "race," there is htde sense in most of his writings that he
harbors any tender feelings toward members of the oppressed
tninority: Gypsies seem to be mosdy of interest to him as a stidi with
which to beat the Establishment for its hypocrisy and altogether false
sense of its own racial superiority. If proved to be a Gypsy, the
Protestant icon John Bunyan would function as a stick with which
Simson might beat the An^o-American Establishment for its neglect
of Gypsy spiritual welfare According to Simson, Bunyan the Gypsy is
a potential "instrument" of "Providence," would clergymen but use
him and his works to access what was generally agreed to be the
spiritually neglected Gypsy population of Britain. In "A Disquisition,"
Simson recasts The Pi/grim's Progress as a text created by a Romany for
Romanies, and one that should be promoted as such by enterprising
clergymen:
I could propose no better plan...than to give [Gypsies] a
copy of die present work, along with the Pilgrim's Progress,
containing a short account of the Gipsies, and a Gipsy's
encampment for a frontispiece The world may well believe
that the Gipsies would read both of them and be greatiy
benefited by the Pilgrim's Progress; for, as a race, they are
exceedingly vain about anything connected with themselves.''®

^ See, Cot instance, Simson's proto press release. WasJohn Butffan a Gjory?; An Address to the
British Press (New York: Knox; Edinburgh: Maclachlan & Stewart, 1886).
^ Simson, "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," 530.
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In Simson's estimation, Bunyan, as a man who was at once a true
believer and a member of the Gypsy "race," was an exemplar to be
used to counter Gypsy heathenism
literally means "heathen" in
a wide variety of European languages) and to inspire socially marginal
ized members of the contemporary minority to self-improvement
through reading the Bible. This interest in the entwined social and
spiritual well-being of the Gypsies \ras not without precedent."*^
Simson perceives that the metaphors of wandering and quest
employed by Bunyan are most relevant to Gypsy culture, and he
assumes that any Romany identification with the famous preacher
would endow the maligned minority with glory and respectability by
association. However, Simson was convinced that the contemporary
church establishment was intrinsically opposed to even considering the
idea that Bunyan was of Gypsy descent,"*® and hoping to find the
American Christian community more receptive, was bitterly disap
pointed when one of his many articles on the subjectwas refused by "a
respectable Ajnerican religious journal.""*^ To Simson, this refusal to
countenance Bunyan's Gypsy origins was proof of both "prejudice of
caste" and the worldly nature of the clergy and of religious writers: "If
these writers really have the glory of God at heart, they should rather
attempt to prove tiiat he was a member of this race, which has been so
despised. For, thereby, the grace of God would surely be more mag
nified."®" Enamored of the notion of the G3q3sy's iriherent Oriental
heathenism, the late nineteenth-century Gypsylorist faction refused to
believe that what they considered to be the eternally "Eastern" Gypsy
could ever truly convert to Christianity: the aforementioned Groome
wrote to a Gypsylorist acquaintance that"[i]t would be amusing if [the
missionaries who proselytized to Gypsies] could hear aU that is said as

In 1827, 'The Gipsies' Friend," the Rev. James Crabb (1774-1851), initiated a movement
to sedentari2e, educate,"Christianise" and "civilise" the En^sh Gypsies that became known
as "the Gipsy Reformation." Inspired by Crabb's initiative, the Rev.John Baird (1799-1861)
of Roxburghshire,Scotland initiated a similar project eleven years later. For a detailed account
of the movements, see Rev.James Crabb,The G^sies'Advocate (London: Seeley, 1831) and Rev.
John Baird, The Scottish G^y's Advocate: Being a Short Account of the G^sies of Kirk Yetholm
(Edinburgh; Lindsay, 1839).
^ Simson, "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," 536.
Simson, "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," 525.
^ Simson, "A Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom," 514.
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soon as tiieir backs are turned."^' In the late nineteenth century, the
notion of the Gypsy cleric seemed almost paradoxical to the Victorian
public mind. Indeed, two such preachers—Cornelius Smith and
Rodney"Gypsy" Smith—^were considered such an astonishing novelty
that their memoirs were issued around the turn of the century, and they
drew large crowds wherever they delivered an address®^
Spargo's The WritingoJ]ohn^unjan^e& the controversy surround
ing Banyan's Gypsy descent three hnes, but otherwise this debate that
began with Walter Scott and ran throughout the Victorian period has
mostly disappeared from the record of Bunyan scholarship.^' Spargo's
work suggests that generations of critics and literary historians "have
operated as custodians of the name of John Bunyan, policing the name
within, and on behalf of, academic and cultural institutions." John
Bunyan is "a label, whose integrity is to be jealously guarded, a
powerful cultural signifier which is not to be associated with inferior
material."'^ Although the study of Gypsies flourished for a brief
moment among an eccentric coterie of commentators in the late
Victorian period, Romany culture and the scholarship associated with
it have been considered "inferior material" by mainstream society and
academia for centuries. The obscure, discounted, and putatively
"inferior" nature of the tradition of Bunyan's Gypsy origins constitutes
its attractiveness for Simson and others who would construct them
selves as righteous speakers of truth to power. For this reason, the
discourse of Bunyan's Gypsy descent may well have survived on the
margins of contemporary Irish Pmtestant rhetoric: in a lecture given
some years ago entitled "The Triumph of the Word of God in the life
and Literature of John Bunyan,"" Northern Irish Free Presbyterian
preacher and DUP politician Dr. Ian Paisley referred to Bunyan as a

" Groome to Charles Godfrey Leiand, n.d. [1873?], quoted in Mayall, Gypy-Travellm in
Ninetanth-Ceritmy Sode^,120.
See Cornelius Smith, TheUfeStmy ofGipy CorneBusSmith (Manchester: Heywood, 1890) and
Rodney "Gypsy" Smith, fw«OTG56ryTr»//fl
(London: Law, 1901).
Moreover, Spargo's fleeting reference to a controversy "occasioned by" an article in Notes
andQueries "which lasted for nearly 30 years" that "repudiated George OffoPs assertion that
Bunyan was not a gypsy" indicates that she does not fully grasp the complexity, extent, or
exact duration of the debate. Spargo, The Writing ofJohn Butffan, 9-10.
Spargo, The Writing of John Butgan, 7.
® The text and an audio file of this sermon are available on Dr. Paisley's website:
http://www.ianpaisley.org/article.asp?ArtKey=bunyanl
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"poor, vmschooled tinker" who, nevertheless, possessed "the tinker's
power of reaching the heart."®® Given that, for much of the twentieth
century, throughout the island of Ireland, the word "tinker" invariably
referred to the historically peripatetic Irish ethnic minority (sometimes
known as "Irish Gypsies" in the nineteenth and early twentieth
century) rather than an occupational term (for which Paisley might
have chosen the word "brazier"), it may be assumed that Paisley's
reference is predicated upon his understanding that Bunyan was
ethnically Other. Paisley is drawing attention to the analogous
marginalization of the nonconformist tradition within the island of
Ireland, of which he has been an often-controversial figurehead since
the 1960s. The value of the tradition of Bunyan-as-Gypsy toSimson in
the nineteenth century and Paisley in the twentieth is that it takes the
canonical Bunyan of mainstream Protes tant theology and reconstimtes
him as a representative of the marginalized, the misunderstood, and the
nonconformist, in every sense of the word.

"Tom Paulifl, "Holy Boldness," rev. of Richard Greaves's Gtimpsis of Ghty:John Bmffan and
English Descent, Michael Davies's Graceful Reading: Theology and Narrative in the IForhs of John
Buiffan, and Isabel Hofmeyr's The PortabU Burryau: A Transnational History of The Pilgrim's
Progress, London Review of Books 26.24 (16 December 2004); 11.

